Embargoed Until 1 February 2022
Exposed: Salmon Scotland’s Dirty Trade in ‘Cleaner Fish’

- ‘Case Information’ published by the Fish Health Inspectorate reports over 330,000
mortalities of ‘cleaner fish’ on salmon farms during 2021
- Use of ‘cleaner fish’ on salmon farms in Scotland could be anywhere from 7 to 10 million
- 60% mortality rate on salmon farms could mean over 5 million dead wrasse & lumpfish!
- Scottish Ministers urged to report cleaner fish mortalities & test for diseases
Campaigners are calling on Scottish Ministers to end the lethal trade in ‘cleaner fish’ on salmon
farms across Scotland. A letter sent today (1 February 2022) by Scamon Scotland (formerly
Scottish Salmon Watch) calls on the Scottish Government to:
- Establish a public register of shipments/imports/transfers of cleaner fish
- Record and report monthly cleaner fish mortalities
- Test for infectious diseases, pathogens and viruses in cleaner fish prior to transfer to salmon
farms and during their short lives on salmon farms
- Record antibiotic use on cleaner fish

“Scamon Scotland is diametrically opposed to the use of toxic chemicals to kill sea lice
infestations on salmon farms but the use of ‘cleaner fish’ is certainly not an ecologically or
welfare friendly alternative,” stated the letter to Scottish Ministers. “If salmon farming cannot
operate without lice infestations and mass mortalities – in both farmed salmon and ‘cleaner fish’
– then it has clearly lost its environmental, welfare and social license. Scottish salmon’s dirty
trade in cleaner fish must stop now!”
Read the letter to Scottish Ministers in full online here

Scamon Scotland’s letter to Scottish Ministers dated 1 February 2022 cites ‘Case Information’
published by the Scottish Government’s Fish Health Inspectorate relating to 38 inspections of
salmon farms in Scotland during 2021 – including 333,519 cleaner fish mortalities (both wrasse
and lumpfish). Mowi’s North Shore salmon farm in Loch Erisort reported the highest mortality
rate at 49% with 117,414 dead cleaner fish:

A total of 2.2 million cleaner fish were reported as stocked on the salmon farms inspected during
2021 (although not all inspections have been reported and not all salmon farms are inspected). A

cleaner fish stocking rate of 10-15% (i.e. 10-15 cleaner fish per 100 salmon) is viewed as the
industry standard. Around half the sites identified in 2021 stocked both wrasse and lumpfish
(17) with some sites just stocking lumpfish (13) and wrasse (6) only alongside the salmon.
The Scottish Government’s Fish Health Inspectorate ‘Case Information’ for 2021 includes:
- The Scottish Salmon Company referred to “black loss” (less fish retrieved at end of cycle than
expected) with a report from Gometra salmon farm off the Isle of Mull in June 2021 detailing:
"Mortality is not being identified when cleaner fish stick to sides of pen and don't end up in mort
basket before rotting away".
- Mowi’s Caolas a Deas salmon farm in Loch Shell on the Isle of Lewis reported in September
2021 that “it has been accepted by industry that freshwater treatments will lead to elevated
lumpfish mortalities” but reported that “no alternative solution was given”.
- Mowi’s Loch Duich salmon farm in Loch Alsh ‘Special Area of Conservation’ reported
"significant" mortalities in lumpfish caused by Flavivirus “transferred from the supplier” (Mowiowned Ocean Matters in Wales) in July 2021.
- Grieg Seafood's North Papa salmon farm in Shetland reported in July 2021: "Company policy
has been to limit cleaner fish due to health concerns for the cleaner fish".
- Scottish Sea Farms detailed lumpfish “imported from Ireland for this cycle (2020), not planning
to do this in the future” for their Nevis C salmon farm in Loch Nevis in June 2021 (although no
official reports of imports of lumpfish from Ireland were reported via a FOI disclosure from the
Scottish Government last month).
- Scottish Sea Farms detailed movement (i.e. import) of lumpfish from Bantry in Ireland to a
salmon farm in Kempie Bay in Loch Eriboll with “health certificates inspected on site” (although
neither import nor health certificate was disclosed via FOI last month).

- Mowi reported Tenacibaculum (Caolas a Deas in Loch Shell) and Pseudomonas (Invasion Bay
in Loch Sunart) with the use of the antibiotic Florfenicol at Ardintoul in Loch Alsh (for more
details on diseases in cleaner fish read a review online here)

Back in December 2018, OneKind published a damning report on the welfare of cleaner fish on
salmon farms in Scotland - including reference to 'Case Information' published by the Scottish
Government's Fish Health Inspectorate:

OneKind concluded:

Media Backgrounder: The Dirt on Cleaner Fish Mortality & Disease
Assessing total mortality of cleaner fish on salmon farms in Scotland is currently impossible
given the lack of data. A report published by the Nordic Council of Ministers in December 2021
cited a recent study by the Norwegian Food Safety Authority which revealed that salmon farmers
reported a mortality rate of around 40% but that the real mortality rate was closer to 60% (see at
the end of this letter for more details). If the mortality rate of cleaner fish on salmon farms in
Scotland is anything like 40-60% then millions of wrasse and lumpfish could be dying horrible
deaths.
It is difficult to gauge the total use of cleaner fish at salmon farms across Scotland as the Fish
Health Inspectorate does not visit every salmon farm each year and the 38 cases detailed in the
table above may only represent ca. a quarter of all sites. The Scottish Government’s ‘Scottish
Fish Farm Production Survey 2020’ published in September 2021 (the latest publicly available
data) records 232 salmon farms in Scotland in 2020 but 101 reported zero production (i.e. only
131 were active).
Fish Farming Expert reported back in 2016 that Marine Harvest (renamed Mowi in 2019 due to
“negative consumer perception”) “intends to stock 2.5 million cleaner fish – split 50/50 between
wrasse and lumpfish, the former work better in summer and the latter in winter”.
Since Mowi accounts for ca. a third of all salmon farming production - Mowi claims to produce
68,000 tonnes of farmed salmon annually in Scotland and the latest Scottish Government data
reported 192,129 tonnes of farmed salmon production in 2020 with 232,000 tonnes forecast for
2021 - the number of cleaner fish used in salmon farms in Scotland could be well over 7 million
(a report published by the Marine Conservation Society in February 2021 said demand for
cleaner fish – mostly lumpfish - on salmon farms in Scotland was an estimated 10 million).
The Mowi-owned lumpfish farming facility at Ocean Matters in Wales reported “it produced
over 2 million cleaner fish during 2019”.
A welfare warning letter from the Animal & Plant Health Agency to Mowi in September 2019
ended by recommending: “it would be helpful to keep separated records for mortality and culled
animal not only for salmon as you are currently doing, but also for lumpfish and wrasse in order
to have a detailed monitoring system for all species under your responsibility”.

Last month (10 January 2022), a Freedom of Information disclosure from the Scottish
Government detailed over 275,000 wild caught wrasse imported by Mowi and Kames Fish
Farming from Northern Ireland.

Data on wild wrasse caught in Scottish waters was previously published by the Scottish Salmon
Producers Organisation (renamed Salmon Scotland in November 2021) - reporting 30,564 wild
caught wrasse in Scottish waters in 2018 rising to 52,645 in 2019 but no data has been published
for 2020 or 2021.
The Scottish Government carried out a consultation on wild wrasse harvesting in 2020 with the
Scottish Salmon Producers Organisation claiming in March 2020 that they “continue to support
the gathering of data which will provide greater depth of information and analysis”.

BBC News reported in October 2018 how salmon farmer Loch Duart imported wild caught
wrasse from England in a ‘no take zone’. Following the BBC broadcast, Fish Farming Expert
reported in October 2018: “Loch Duart has suspended supplies of ballan wrasse from a south of
England fisherman after the BBC filmed him apparently breaching a voluntary conservation
agreement by operating in a no-fishing zone.”
Whatever the true figure for the use of cleaner fish on salmon farms in Scotland, it is clear via
secret filming since 2018 by Scottish Salmon Watch that mortality is a significant problem. For
example, video footage inside a Billy Bowie skip captured evidence of mass mortalities of
wrasse and lumpsuckers at The Scottish Salmon Company’s Toward processing and
transportation facility near Dunoon in September 2020 (presumably dumped out when farmed
salmon were transported off boats onto lorries for harvesting/processing):

Scottish Salmon Watch filmed serious welfare problems in lumpsucker 'cleaner fish' at RSPCA
Assured Mowi's 'Bay of the Dead Heads' salmon farm in July 2019 – with lumpsuckers dead and
dying on the surface of the cage.

When Scottish Salmon Watch visited Mowi’s Loch Torridon salmon farm in November 2018 we
found dead cleaner fish – both wrasse and lumpfish – dumped in mort bins along with diseased
farmed salmon:

When Scottish Salmon Watch visited Mowi’s Sconser salmon farm on the Isle of Skye in
November 2018 we found dead lumpfish in bins with farmed salmon:

When Scottish Salmon Watch visited Mowi’s RSPCA Assured and ASC-certified Gorsten
salmon farm in Loch Linnhe in November 2018 (as featured on Netflix’s Seaspiracy) in
November 2018 we discovered dozens of dead cleaner fish in a skip full of diseased salmon:

When Scottish Salmon Watch visited The Scottish Salmon Company’s salmon farm at Quarry
Point in Loch Fyne in September 2018 the dead bodies of lumpfish littered a skip full of diseased
salmon:

The mortality of cleaner fish was on display when Scottish Salmon Watch visited South Shian
processing plant operated by Scottish Sea Farms in Loch Creran in September 2018 (presumably
the lumpfish are dumped out with the farmed salmon morts after processing):

When Scottish Salmon Watch filmed inside the Loch Spelve salmon farm operated by Scottish
Sea Farms on the Isle of Mull in August 2018 we found lice-infested lumpfish:

In July 2021, when Scottish Salmon Watch visited Mowi’s RSPCA Assured salmon farm at Poll
Na Gille in the Sound of Jura (rated by OneKind as the worst salmon farm in Scotland) we found
dead lumpfish on the surface of the cages:

And wild fish swimming inside the cages with lice-infested salmon (a lumpfish can be seen on
the side of the cage ignoring the lice-infested salmon):

As well as dead cleaner fish, video footage shot at Mowi's Poll Na Gille salmon farm on 17 July
2021 shows lumpsuckers foraging near a dead farmed salmon floating on the surface of a cage:

An episode of ‘Grand Tours of Scotland’s Lochs’ broadcast by the BBC in September 2018 (and
repeated on 29 January 2022) presented an altogether rosier picture of cleaner fish during a visit
to a Mowi salmon farm in Loch Sunart. “Between wrasse and lumpfish….you’re hardly doing
any chemical treatments at all,” claimed Mowi’s Rosie Curtis in an interview with Paul Murton.

Scottish Salmon Watch revealed last month the endemic use of toxic chemicals at salmon farms
– including Mowi’s ASC-certified salmon farms at MacLeans Nose and in Loch Sunart. Mowi’s
MacLeans Nose salmon farm – managed by Rosie Curtis – reported a staggering 17 doses of
Azamethiphos and Emamectin benzoate between January 2019 and June 2021:

The use of cleaner fish may also be driving increases in the use of antibiotics on salmon farms.
In December 2021, Scottish Salmon Watch reported how the use of Florfenicol and
Oxytetracyline on salmon farms in Scotland had increased 14-fold between 2015 and 2019 with
a further doubling reported in 2020. By far the biggest dose of Florfenicol (used to treat cleaner
fish for various bacterial infections) was by Mowi in Loch Duich - a Special Area of
Conservation and a contentious site which Mowi claimed in 2019 would be closed down.
“The use of cleaner fish on salmon farms is a welfare nightmare,” concluded Don Staniford,
Director of Scamon Scotland. “Far from being a panacea the stocking of salmon farms with
wrasse and lumpfish is precipitating disease problems and wider ecological impacts. No amount
of greenwashing and window-dressing with so-called ‘cleaner fish’ can wipe away the dirty
nature of factory salmon farming. Scottish salmon farming – along with millions of cleaner fish
– is dead in the water. Please boycott toxic Scottish salmon like the proverbial plague.”
Contact:
Don Staniford: 07771 541826 (salmonfarmingkills@gmail.com)
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